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Hello everyone, thank you for coming to this talk, I see some familiar faces here and I’m sure many familiar name tags from emails out there but also some new faces which is greatWhether you’re a contractor, a consultant, municipality or even a CA you may come across stormwater management maintenance jobs such as sediment removal, head wall replacements or many others which require you to hire an ecologist for a fish rescue which is a service we provide, and whether we are out on site or even after a week has gone by since the rescue, we get so many questions revolving around this item so we figured it would be great to collaborate with the Source to Stream team and give a comprehensive overview about this “controversial “ topic about fish rescues 
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So before we get into it, a little about my self and the company I work for before we start, I’m Danny, I have a masters of science in stormwater pond and wetland ecology in Ontario from the University of Waterloo where I specialized in herpetology (reptiles and amphibians) and fisheriesAnd I I’m currently an ecologist and project manager and work on a variety of projects at Groundwater Environmental Management Services, though many of you simply know us as GEMS!
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At GEMS we are environmental specialists specifically for the construction and land development industry And myself and the team work on a many different projects including environmental impact studies, wildlife and sar surveys for birds, reptiles, amphibians, bats as well as what we are going to talk about today fish and wildlife rescues



What is a Fish Rescue? 

Removing or Rescuing fish and wildlife from construction areas
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So what exactly is a fish rescue?Well as per the name it removing or rescuing fish and other wildlife from isolated areas prior to any construction activities So some examples would be during culvert repairs once you need to work in water, stream realignments or of course stormwater management ponds 



Fish Rescues in SWM Ponds

Contract obligation for SWM Pond Maintenance
 Considered Ontario Waters
Connected to natural watercourses 

Fish and Wildlife introductions 
Natural watercourse connection 
Unlawful introduction from public

Each SWM Pond will be assessed by MNRF
Largemouth Bass
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So you may be asking why do we need to do fish rescues in SWM ponds? Short answer is well it will be a contract obligation during many of the maintenance works for ponds primarily routine dredging and that may be enough for you and that is ok, but if we dig deeper into itAs stated by the Ministry of natural resources and forestry: Stormwater ponds are considered Ontario waters since they connected to natural watercourses through inflows, outflows or the floodplain and are therefore regulated by the MNRFThese connections also lead to fish and wildlife inhabiting these systems through flooding events from the natural watercourses or through issues with inflow or outflow where the water and fish freely move into the pondBut often what happens even more is unlawful introductions into the pond which can be invasive species such as goldfish or introduced native species such as bass, pike and other sport fish So because the ponds are considered Ontario waters and since there is likely fish and other wildlife in the ponds, the MNRF will assess each cleanout to determine if authorizations are required. Though they do state that it’s best to anticipate that these systems will be inhabited 



“Wildlife”
Part of the Rescue
Herpetofauna (reptiles and amphibians) 
Snapping Turtles
Painted Turtles
Green Frogs/Tadpoles

Not Part of the Rescue
Muskrats and Beavers
Ducks and other Waterfowl Common Snapping Turtle
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So I’ve been throwing out the word “Wildlife” throughout the talk so far so lets talk about it. Now when you see a rescue come up in the tender it may be as Fish Rescue, Fish and Wildlife Rescue or wildlife may be its own line item.And regardless of how it’s stated wildlife will get relocated and in this case refers to herpetofauna And for those who don’t know, herpetofauna is a fancy word for reptiles and amphibians, and you know swm ponds are really replacements for wetlands in urban areas and of course wetlands are great habitat for many of these animals so naturally they find there way into swm ponds The most commons herps we find during our rescue are snappers painters and green frog/tadpoles and we will relocate all of those species according to the permit generally a neighboring natural wetland/slow moving watercourse or in the riparian vegetation on-siteWe also see a variety of other wildlife in these ponds mainly muskrats and beavers as well as ducks and other waterfowl. Now we don’t have the permits to trap any of these animals and they are protected through various legislation so best to leave them alone. Not mention that they’ll generally leave on their once cleanout activities begin.Plus I’m not sure if you’ve ever tried to catch ducklings while the mother duck is around but ya wouldn’t recommend it 



Prior to the Rescue

1. Permit Acquisition
Fish and Wildlife Collection Permits 

Turn around time is variable (~2-4 
weeks)

Mandatory reporting the Ministry

2. Preparing the Pond 
Plan for dry weather

Dewater pond1-3 feet
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Now that we’ve talked a bit about what a rescue is and what animals we’ll be rescuing, lets get more into the process of the rescue.Prior to the rescue there will be two important steps that need to be doneFirst is permit acquisition. So we will be getting a fish and wildlife (only herpetofauna) which allow us to capture these animals which otherwise be would be illegal And I think the part I really want to stress about these permits is the turn around time and this is true for any collection permit regardless if its in a stream or a pond is that the average turn around time for the authorization is 2-4 weeks but we have seen it go up to 9 months sometimes. And you know often times we will get messages from clients saying we need a permit and rescue done by the end of the week, but were bound by that permit turn around time to get the work done. So as soon as you’ve been awarded the job or even if you’re the municipality and owner of the project and you know you need a rescue done, it’s best to send that to the consultant as early as possible so we can get the process started with no delays. And then once the construction activity is done or once the permits ends we will do all of the mandatory collection to the MNRF
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And then we will also need the contractor to prepare the pond before we get out on site.So obviously schedules don’t always a line well with weather but it’s best to do the rescue in dry conditions. Obviously these ponds are designed to capture rainfall so they can easily fill back up quite quickly making unsafe conditions for the capture or Addiotnal pumping on your end. We also need that pond dewatered to 1-3 feet to allow us to walk the entirety of the pond safely but also because it will group all of the fish and wildlife in a smaller pocket of water making it easier to catch everything.



Performing the Fish Rescue
Qualified professionals 

Siene and dip nets or 

electrofisher 

Relocate wildlife (Herpetofauna) 

Euthanize fish
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So once the permit is acquired and the pond is dewatered, its time for the rescueObviously we want the rescue done by qualified professionals, ecologists, biologists or environmental scientists that have experience with fish and herpetofauna We’re going to be using either a seine nets pictured here, just a big nets that we will pass through the pond multiple times or depending on site conditions and electrofisher – which yes electrocutes the water and stuns the fish allowing us to net them quickly. Once we pull the nets up we will sort fish in one bucket and herps in another, and yes it is always a great surprise when you are sticking your hands in a net and a full grown snapper is just waiting for you in thereAll of the turtles and frogs will be relocated as I said previously in a neighbouring natural wetland or if the stream is slow moving or the riparian vegetation And finally as stated by the permit the fish will not be returned to water and will all be euthanized 
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Now I know what you’re thinking “Wait what, I thought this was a “RESCUE” so lets talk about it
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So here is a figure of all of the fish we have caught in past three years, clearly there can be many different species but look at one of the most common species caught here… goldfish a very invasive species that has caught a lot of attention in the past few yearsduring any fish and wildlife sampling the permit will state that all invasive species shall be euthanized and not returned, Obviously SWM ponds have many invasive species due to unlawful introductions by humans and this is true for fish So obviously we want to stop that spread And yes as an ecologist who has studied invasive species for a years finding football sized goldfish, while terrible was a cool moment. An luckily I have not found a red-eared slider yet an our whole team would like to keep that record going But invasive species euthanization is standard across the board but in SWM ponds we will be euthanizing even the native fish species



Euthanization

Sewage Works

Not Habitat 

Introduced species

Predator influx 

Contamination

Northern Pike
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SWM ponds are considered sewage works by the government, and are not considered infrastructure not habitat and are not intended to provide public greenspace or recreational fishing Getting back to unlawful introductions these ponds are frequently stocked with sport fish such as this northern pike but also large mouth bass bluegill and many others. Because of this we can’t confirm if these fish are actually from the neighboring stream or not, and therefore can’t release them. Not to mention a lot of these sport fish are highly predatory and if we just release a couple dozen top predators into a stream at once they can really do a number on the native fish community. Contamination is also a big point, so of course SWM ponds are designed to capture run-off from roads and buildings and will have oils, trace metals, pesticides, salts and many other pollutants that will contaminate fish and then will contaminate our natural streams.We are going dispose of the euthanized fish on site, so this brings back my point of digging a small hole away from general public eyes because we obviously don’t want to traumatize anyone or bring out news papers



SWM Pond Cleanout Issues

Species at Risk

Pre-screening survey and report

Unsafe conditions 

Works outside the window 

Resident concerns Blanding’s Turtle
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So during the course of storm pond cleanout there are always going to be unforeseen issues that we as the consultants are going to help you with So first here is species at risk, and A lot of you the last words you want to hear are there is a species at risk on site, and as consultants we want the same thing because as much as its great to see more SAR we also don’t want them being injured in any kind of way, and of course this can happen when you’re cleaning out a pondAnd something that we are now implementing for the upcoming 2024 season as the environmental specialist is a pre-screening which involves both desktop and site visits to confirm the presence of SAR before we even start the fish rescue just to make sure all basis are covered. Because ultimately we want to keep these SAR safe and we want to make sure that we all stay out of jail
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Unsafe conditions come up so often primarily you get these ponds that may not have been cleaned since their creation and may up to 20 years of sediment sitting in them, and in times like these its really important that both the contractor and specialist are safe but also that we are still doing our due diligence to capture fish and rescue and turtles and frogs that may in the pond and ensure that box is checked for you
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One that come up a bit on our end is working outside the window, so generally SWM pond works occur between April-October and the main reason for that is that turtles hibernate in these ponds in the winter months between Late October – Late March. And actually your permit for Wildlife will tell you to adhere to this timeline. Now sometimes contracts will have cleanouts for the winter period outside this window, and we’ve helped clients by implementing another survey along the lines of that pre-screening report, where we will go investigate the site and determine if there is turtle hibernation habitat or not. And generally these are dry ponds with no standing water which is perfect because turtles require at minimum 2 ft depth of water (though this varies species to species) and a nice muddy substrate to dig into. So really this survey is to ensure that we won’t require permit and again to make sure our clients have done the due diligence required for the protection of wildlife 
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And finally the most fun one, resident concerns. And you know I think it’s important to realize that a lot of the general public hold their neighbourhood stormwater pond in a really high regard. Actually my Grad school professor conducted a study in Alberta asking id residents they’re perceived value and 90% of participants found aesthetic value in stormwater ponds and only 40% found that same value in a naturally occurring wetland, despite the fact that wetlands have much more diverse ecosystems (or many more species of plants and animals). So of course when they see we are draining it and killing all the fish they are going to call the Ministry and complain, even though they may not realize that those works are protecting their communities from flooding. So we have a lot of experience with these complaints, as your permit holder we’ll talk it over for the ministry and go over how we followed the permit that was issued by them, sometimes we recycle a lot of this presentation information and keep things rolling. But certainly some steps we can take to help with is this exclusion fencing to site (of course not everyone from the public abides by those fences as I’m sure many of you know) and also this just comes back to the main point of isolated areas for the fish burial site… always… and fill it in with soil afterSo their can be a lot of issues with these works and that why you hire the environmental specialists to alleviate some of that stress for you. So I hope that this presentation was helpful to those of you who work on these sorts of projects and I hope to see many of you out on site this season.
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